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Abstract. Carbon foils have been used reliably for many decades in space plasma instrumentation to detect ions and energetic neutral atoms (ENA). When these particles pass through a foil, secondary electrons are emitted on both sides. Those electrons are used for coincidence detection and/or timing signals. Ultrathin carbon foils are also used to convert an ENA into an ion for further analysis. The interaction of particles with carbon foils also includes unwanted effects such as energy straggling and angular scattering, both of which scale with foil thickness. Therefore, it has always been a goal to use foils as thin as practically possible. The foils used in space are usually made of amorphous carbon of roughly a hundred atomic layers. Graphene can be made much thinner, even down to a single atomic layer, and is therefore a natural candidate for this kind of application. We evaluate one aspect of the interaction of particles with foils: charge exchange. We show the first measurements of exit charge state distributions of $\sim 1$ to 50 keV ions passing through self-supported graphene foils. We compare the charge state fraction of exiting particles with state-of-the-art amorphous carbon foils.
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1 Introduction

Carbon foils are used in space plasma instrumentation to enable the detection of ions and neutral atoms. These particles create secondary electron emission when passing through the foils. The secondary electrons are detected by electron multipliers—typically channel electron multipliers or microchannel plates (MCPs)—to create a coincidence and/or a timing signal. Another result of this interaction is charge exchange, in which the projectile gains and loses electrons predominantly by interactions with the band structure of the foil. The exit charge state distribution mainly depends on the velocity and the atomic number of the particle. At keV energies, the incident charge state—the charge that a particle has before interacting with the foil—does not affect the exit charge state—the charge that a particle has after leaving the foil. Under these circumstances, the particle velocity is lower or comparable to the Bohr velocity ($\sim 26 \text{ keV/amu}$) so that foil conduction electrons are sufficiently mobile over the interaction time scales to freely interact with the projectile. Therefore, charge equilibrium of the particle is reached in the first few atomic layers of the foil and the charge state memory of the incident particle is lost.

The property of charge conversion with foils is used, for example, in different space plasma instruments—for solar wind, magnetospheric, and heliospheric missions—and as charge strippers in high-energy particle accelerators. Here, we focus only on space plasma instrumentation for ions (and neutral atoms) in the range from $\sim 1$ to 50 keV.

It is important to know the charge distribution upon exit from the foil. For example, the mass time-of-flight sensor part of the charge, element, and isotope analysis system (CELIAS) experiment on solar and heliospheric observatory (SoHO) has an isochronous time-of-flight section that uses a carbon foil. The ions of same mass-per-charge have an identical time-of-flight between the carbon foil and the detector. Therefore, it is imperative to know the exit charge state distribution of ions after the foil in order to calculate abundance ratios between species.

Another example where the exit charge state distribution is critical is the cassini plasma spectrometer/ion mass spectrometer (CAPS/IMS) sensor on Cassini. The particles, depending on their charge state, land on different detectors in the time-of-flight section. The charge state distributions are used to determine accurate mass spectra.

An extensive contribution to the literature on charge exchange at keV energies was done by the Space Research and Planetary Sciences Division at the University of Bern. They measured the charge state distributions after carbon foils of the major solar wind ions and proposed a mechanism to explain the charge exchange properties, which led to a semiempirical model. Other groups—e.g., the Space Plasma Physics Group at the Los Alamos National Laboratory—also contributed significantly to the topic, especially for ultrathin ($\sim 0.5 \mu \text{g/cm}^2$ or $\sim 100$ atoms thick) carbon foils.

The property of charge exchange is also critical to the detection of energetic neutral atoms (ENA). ENA imaging has become an important element of heliospheric research.
with the recent interstellar boundary explorer (IBEX)\textsuperscript{21} which has solidified this imaging technique as a critical component of future NASA heliospheric and magnetospheric missions.

Neutral atom imagers, such as those on IBEX, cover energies from 0.01 to 100 keV, encompassing the entire energy range of neutral atoms (and their parent ion populations) in the magnetosphere, heliosphere, and interstellar medium. To measure neutrals over this broad energy range, different types of imagers are required. Most imagers have a key subsystem that converts an incoming neutral atom into an ion. Then, the ion can be deflected away from the initial neutral direction. This deflection is critical for separating the original signal from much higher backgrounds (e.g., ultraviolet radiation) that are present in space. The conversion subsystem is the least efficient subsystem in a neutral atom imager, especially at energies below 1 keV. The state-of-the-art neutral atom camera IBEX-H\textsuperscript{22} demonstrates this point. This system uses an ultrathin carbon foil\textsuperscript{1,23} to convert an incident neutral atom into a positive ion. The foil has a thickness of the order of \(\sim 100\) atoms, allowing transmission down to energies of several hundreds of eV. However, the probability of producing a charged particle decreases dramatically for neutral atom energies below 1 keV. Furthermore, the probability of transmission through the foil also decreases dramatically below about 0.5 keV [e.g., \(\sim 25\%\) at 0.2 keV (Ref. 20)], resulting in very low overall efficiencies at energies of a few hundreds of eV.

Graphene, being the strongest material known on Earth,\textsuperscript{24} can be made much thinner (as low as 1 atomic layer) than the regular amorphous carbon (\(\sim 100\) atoms thick). Therefore, to first-order, particles passing through few layer graphene (FLG) foils should 1. lose less energy, 2. scatter less, and 3. be transmitted at lower energies than through amorphous carbon foils. The motivation for using graphene foils is obvious: these foils could potentially reduce angular scattering and energy straggling—two effects that can degrade the performance of an instrument.

For ENA imaging, a critical parameter is the charge conversion efficiency of a neutral atom into an ion. Is the charge conversion efficiency of graphene comparable to that of amorphous carbon? The intrinsic differences between the graphene and amorphous carbon should yield different exit charge state distributions. However, the adsorbates—associated with \(\sim 10^{-7}\) Torr vacuum—are likely to be similar and drive the exit charge state distributions toward similar values.

In this study, we present measurements of exit charge state distributions of \(\sim 1\) to 50 keV ions passing through graphene foils for the first time, and compare them with measurements using state-of-the-art amorphous carbon foils (\(\sim 0.5 \mu g/cm^2\)).

A parallel study by Ebert et al.\textsuperscript{25} presents measurements of ion scattering by the same graphene foils and a comparison with state-of-the-art carbon foils (\(\sim 0.5 \mu g/cm^2\)). In a future study, we plan to characterize the energy straggling and the transmission as a function of energy of ions passing through amorphous carbon and graphene foils.

2 Setup

Our setup design is similar to that of previous works.\textsuperscript{9,15} The principle is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). A collimated beam of positive ions passes through the foils and scatters. Further downstream, a slit collimates scattered ions in a fan-like shape. Then, deflection plates parallel to the slit separate ions according to their charge. The neutrals go straight through, and positive and negative ions are deflected away from the neutrals in opposite directions. A position sensitive detector measures the particles. Since neutrals and ions of different charges follow different trajectories, they land on the detector at different locations. An image of the impact location shows different bands corresponding to the respective charge states [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. Charge state distributions are readily inferred from the number of counts in each band.

Our imaging detector is a Quantar detector with \(\sim 8\) cm \(\times\) 10 cm MCPs in chevron configuration. The active area of the resistive anode is about \(4\) cm \(\times\) 5 cm. We bias the front MCPs at \(-100\) V (to avoid contamination with secondary electrons from the foil) and the resistive anode is at +2200 V. All measurements are taken at a pressure of \(\sim 2\times 10^{-7}\) to \(8\times 10^{-7}\) Torr.

It is possible that the foils have pinholes\textsuperscript{26} that would let ions pass through without interaction. These ions will show up in the band of positive ions. The pinholes are relatively easy to identify with slow heavy ions\textsuperscript{27} because the ions that interact with the foil strongly scatter whereas those that pass through the pinholes do not. The ions passing through pinholes in the foil land in a small area on the detector. If pinholes are identified, then we can disregard this small

---

**Fig. 1** (a) Exit charge state distribution setup cross section showing the different paths of charged and neutral particles after the foil. (b) Example of an image obtained on the position sensitive detector and its projection onto the vertical axis.
area and use counts from neighboring pixels to interpolate the counts of scattered ions in this area.

To mitigate potential systematic differences between the measurements of the positive and negative charge state fractions, we swap polarities of the deflection plates [cf. Fig. 1(a)] and take a second measurement. We calculate the average charge state fraction from both measurements. Note that the difference between the two measurements is usually comparable to the statistical uncertainty of the measurements.

Figure 2 shows the charge state fraction of hydrogen after passing through a regular amorphous carbon foil of nominal thickness 0.5 μg/cm². This amorphous carbon foil was purchased from Arizona Carbon Foil Co., Inc, Tucson, Arizona. We compare our results to three previous studies. The curves from Funsten et al.,15,20 are fits through their measurements taken with similar carbon foils. The curves from Gonin et al.,26 are from a semiempirical model. The main difference is that the latter study gives charge states as a function of residual energy—the energy of the ions leaving the exit surface after suffering energy loss inside the foil. Although the relative difference between incident and residual energy is small at the higher end of this energy range, it is more significant at the lower end. We do not measure the energy loss with our setup and, thus, we cannot convert the horizontal scale to residual energy at this point. Nevertheless, our results agree very well with the previous published work and that validates our setup and procedure.

3 Charge States at Exit of Graphene Foils
We affixed an FLG (≈3 to 7) foils on nickel grids (333 and 1000 lpi). The thickness is determined by Raman spectroscopy using the shape of the two-dimensional peak and by optical transmission. The thickness of the foil ranges from 0.345 nm × 3 layers to 0.345 nm × 7 layers. The few layers of graphene are created on copper sheets that are subsequently etched away in an acid bath. Once the copper is completely etched away, the bath is neutralized and the graphene foil floating process can take place. The graphene foil is picked up by the grids and removed from the bath. After it is dry, the graphene foil is ready for testing. We also floated two FLG foils (hereafter, abbreviated as 2xFLG) onto the same substrates in order to improve the quality of the foils and reduce pinholes. The second foil was floated on the top of the first one after it dried. Since (a) the foils are easy to see with the naked eye and (b) we saw that the first foil remained attached during the second floating, we assume that the two foils were successfully stacked together. These foils are still much thinner (~10 times) than a nominal 0.5 μg/cm² amorphous carbon foil.

Figure 3(a) shows the fraction of neutral, positive, and negative hydrogen exiting graphene and amorphous carbon foils as a function of incident energy. Figure 3(b) shows the same data on expanded scales. The charge state distribution after passing through graphene is roughly similar to that of amorphous carbon. There are absolute differences of up to ∼3.7% (at 15 and 30 keV) for positive ions and neutral atoms between the graphene and amorphous carbon foils. The maximum absolute difference for negative ions is <1%. Graphene (FLG and 2xFLG) appears to produce more positive ions than the amorphous carbon at low energies [see Fig. 3(b)].

Figure 4(a) shows the fraction of the different charge states of oxygen after the graphene and amorphous carbon foils. Here again, there are only very small differences between these foils. The largest differences are at the lowest energies or for the minor charge states such as O⁺ and O₂⁺.
Graphene produces more negative ions than the amorphous carbon up to $\sim 30$ keV.

Figure 4(b) shows the fraction of the different charge states of carbon after passing through the same foils. Similarly to hydrogen and oxygen, there is not much difference between the graphene and amorphous carbon foils.

Figure 5 shows the fraction of the different charge states of nitrogen, helium, and argon after passing through graphene and amorphous carbon. There are only very small differences between the two foil types. For argon, there is no systematic difference.

4 Discussion

We measured the charge state fractions of ions after passing through graphene and amorphous carbon foils. The measurements cover an energy range of $\sim 1$ to 50 keV. We find that:

- The exit charge state distributions of incident ions used in this study transiting ultrathin foils of graphene and amorphous carbon are similar. Some small differences are listed below.
- Graphene produces slightly more positive ions after the foil than the amorphous carbon for hydrogen.
- Graphene produces slightly more negative ions than the amorphous carbon for oxygen and carbon.
- There are no systematic differences of the charge state fractions after graphene or amorphous carbon for argon.

Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3 for (a) oxygen and (b) carbon.

Fig. 5 Same as Fig. 3 for (a) nitrogen, (b) helium, and (c) argon.

The similarity of the exit charge distribution may indicate that the adsorbate layer at the exit surface that is assumed to be similar for both types of foils may play an important role in defining the exit charge state distribution.

The charge state of a particle exiting a foil in our energy range is determined mainly by the three factors: 1. the particle atomic number, 2. the foil surface composition, and 3. the particle velocity when it leaves the surface. In our experiment, it is reasonable to assume that the particle velocity is roughly equal for graphene and amorphous carbon even though graphene is supposed to be much thinner. This
argument is supported by our data in the sense that there is no systematic difference that applies to all species. Even if this assumption was not true, the difference would be small because the total energy loss is a small fraction (a few to ~15%) of the total energy.

The fact that both graphene and amorphous carbon foils yield similar exit charge state distributions suggests that the common adsorbates material is perhaps the governing driver for the exit charge state distribution. It is well known that amorphous carbon foils have layers of impurities\(^{28,29}\) on their surface that can account for a significant fraction of the total foil thickness.\(^{25,30}\) Thus, it is likely that the graphene foils have similar impurities sticking to their surface. The chemistry might be different, but graphene, similarly to graphite, adsorbs, and desorbs various molecules.

Measurements of angular scattering distributions with graphene foils by Ebert et al.\(^{22}\) support the hypothesis of the impurities on the surface of the foil. We mentioned in Sec. 1 a future study to measure the energy straggling and the transmission as a function of energy of ions passing through amorphous carbon and graphene foils. The measurements presented here, the energy straggling, and the angular scattering measurements can provide important clues to determine whether graphene foils also have layers of impurities.

This study shows that graphene performs similarly to amorphous carbon when it comes to converting ENA into ions. Thus, it is conceivable that graphene foils could replace amorphous carbon foils in ENA detectors in the future, provided that they present an advantage for other properties such as angular scattering and energy loss.
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